
BARRYDALE HOSPICE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
PRESENTATION – FINAL 

FINANCIAL REPORT BACK FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 
2020 

1. Before I start on the Financials I would like to acknowledge our Late 
Chairman Timothy Teale who passed away on 22 December 2019. Tim 
was a major driving force in BH moving forward and I relied upon him to 
a large extent for support and guidance in undertaking my work for BH. 
Whilst we have all missed Tim’s strong presence and inspirational 
guidance, rest assured that we remain on track to ensure that BH 
continues to grow in line with Tim’s dream. 
 

2. I am pleased to deliver our fourth set of results which again have been 
audited by Harry Curtis & Co. - Chartered Accountants based in Cape 
Town, whilst Signature Consulting (Pty) Ltd, compiled our financial 
statements and look after our Tax affairs. 
 

3. Our 2020 audit was completed without any issues being raised. Indeed, 
this year we successfully avoided our perennial audit qualification 
concerning the internal controls over the collection of cash donations 
and fundraising income prior to the initial entry into our financial 
records. So an unqualified audit report is great news. 
 

4. We continue to use the QuickBooks accounting package purchased in 
2017, for our monthly and quarterly reporting, budgeting and year end 
accounts. Over the past year the Board and Management committees 
have received regular updates of the financial affairs of BH and our actual 
performance has been reported against budget. Our invoicing remains 
integrated and our banking system allows for real time recording of all 
financial transactions. The system is operated off my computer in Cape 
Town as BH still does not own sufficient computer hardware. We also 
maintain hard copies of the General Ledger in Barrydale and a soft copy 
on the entire QuickBooks record is also kept by the Secretary and 
updated on a monthly basis. 
 



5. We continue to maintain our two stage process of authorisation and 
approval for any payments from our bank account and we are trying to 
ensure that all payments go through that account rather than with cash. 
We continue to bank with ABSA. The R50K deposit in an Investec Bank 
Account was paid over to buy our Property and so that situation is now 
over. We remain happy to receive cash from a number of different 
sources using a small Petty Cash system in Barrydale over which there are 
adequate controls to safeguard the cash and record the disbursements. 
 

6. Whilst 2020 Financial year produced many hi-lights, two significant 
financial events occurred which I wish to deal with upfront: 
 

6.1 Firstly, on 4 December 2019 we became the registered owners of the 
sub-divided property at 49a Van Riebeeck Street; and 
6.2. Secondly, on 14 February 2020 our funding application to The Rolf-
Stephan Nussbaum Foundation (“The Foundation”) was successfully 
adjudicated and BH was awarded a grant of R400K; half paid immediately 
and the balance payable a year later. 
 

7. Let me first deal with the Property and in doing so I would like to 
acknowledge the significant, generous and most kind roles played by the 
Council of Swellendam Municipality, its Mayor the Honourable Nicholas 
Myburgh and specifically Mr Dana Du Plessis. We signed an agreement to 
buy the Property in March 2018. On 4 December 2019, after countless 
delays and challenges, SWMD received our full cash consideration of 
R166 760. In addition, we paid conveyancing and consolidation fees of 
R31 086. These costs were in addition to the historic disbursements for 
renovations and repairs in prior years of R131K. Property costs incurred 
by BH this year totalled R19K bringing the aggregate to R150K and brings 
the aggregate cost on our Property to some R380K which BH has paid for 
with cash resources of its own. So the property represents a substantial 
investment for BH and lays the foundation from which we can grow our 
footprint in providing Home Based palliative care services to our patients. 
The Property has five double roomed units and three single roomed 
units, as well as a shop area and a small medical treatment room. We 
currently rent out the three single units on commercial terms. Of the five 
double units three are rented out on the same basis and we recently 



chose to use one of these units to establish our offices. We remain in a 
legal dispute with the incumbent in one of our units. 
 

8. We hope to erect a new fence with an access gate and we have started 
an initiative to grow vegetables for the Barrydale Vegetable Project 
under Shane Petzer’ guidance which aims to help support those in need. 
To do this we need to repair our Lei Klip dam at an estimated cost of 
R23K. So, our Property spend will aggregate to about R400K 
 

9. Turning now to the wonderful news of the Grant from The Foundation. 
We were blessed to have brought on board Mrs Freda Brock who has 
spearheaded our vitally important initiative to access donor funds for 
strategic goals. As I have indicated previously we need to make BH self –
sustainable by turning our fledgling organisation into a more robustly 
structured operation. Our approach to The Foundation was premised on 
the attraction of a second Professional Nurse to Barrydale to broaden our 
offering and the appointment of a part time General Manager, which I 
am pleased to say has now taken place and Anton Van Vliet starts on 1 
September 2020. We have not yet appointed a second Professional 
Nurse due to tough competition for skills in the time of this COVID-19 
pandemic. 
 

10. We are so very grateful to The Foundation for capitalising BH and 
catapulting it into a stronger structural, financial and community based 
operation. This funding has been earmarked primarily for the 
employment of the Professional Nurse and the General Manager. It 
enables BH to operate with a more robust succession plan now firmly in 
place. So whilst our Balance Sheet reflects a very healthy financial 
position, please do bear in mind that we have to pay salaries for the new 
incumbents, which is in addition to those currently in our employ, so we 
will continue to access additional strategic pockets of grants available to 
grow our operation. 
 

11. With that background let me give you the headlines of our results. In 
summary, whilst in this past year our individual activities showed a mixed 
performance over those of 2019, our overall result of a R104K Surplus is 
flattered by the R200K grant received in February. Our Income increased 



by R254K or 44% from R578K in 2019 to reach R832K. Our Expenditure 
increased by R178K reaching R728K as we expensed our Capital 
Expenditure of R220K and incurred R111K more in Salaries and Wages. 
 

12. Our Financial Position has been strengthened by the R104K surplus which 
now reflects in Accumulated Funds of R312K, up 50% from a year ago. 
Bear in mind that this is because we received the grant of R200K ahead 
of expending it and, absent that receipt in February 2020, BH would have 
incurred a LOSS of about R100K which would have meant we had 
Accumulated Funds of only R112K. This relatively healthy position is 
merely a timing issue which should work its way down as we expend the 
resources as I have described above. 
 

13. Turning to our cash flows in 2020:  We started the year with R243K, 
generated a surplus of R104K and creditors advanced further funding of 
R11K which had the combined effect of increasing our cash on hand to 
R358K at 31 March 2020. 
 

14. Let’s now go into the detail of our Income Statement dealing with 
Income streams first. Each of the Donations Received, Grant Received 
and Home Assistance Fees brought in approximately R200K or R600K in 
total which compared with R368K in 2019 – and reflects an increase of 
R230K. Importantly, whilst Home Assistance Fees increased by R111K due 
to increased activity, sadly our Donations Received fell by R81K or by 29% 
to R199K. 
 

15. Our own Fund Raising initiatives brought in R77K which was 6% or R5K 
less than last year. This year we were most fortunate to be the 
beneficiary of a bikers Rally organised by Widows Sons – principally Dave 
Hooley and Etienne Bester and hosted gratuitously at the Karoo Saloon 
by Janet Brewer and Marius Slabbert. The event took place over a 
weekend in November and culminated in Widows Sons handing over a 
cheque for R30K to BH. In addition, a dedicated local team made 
breakfast rolls and this generated income of R1070.  We extend a huge 
vote of thanks to all those who participated in this highly successful 
event. I would like to acknowledge all those role players who worked, 



contributed, donated, participated or had a role to play in this 
magnificent fundraising event. Thank you. 
 

16. Our Food Sales raised R12K; the Trail Run R11K; Jumble Sales R3K; Raffles 
R4K with Cake sales raising R7K. The sale of donated items raised R2K. In 
2019 we were fortunate to receive once off donations of a car and an 
organ which we sold to realize R33K income 
 

17. In March 2020, cognisant of the extreme conditions imposed by the very 
necessary COVID-19 lockdown, BH observed first-hand the desperation of 
many families unable to feed themselves and so started a soup kitchen 
raising money and sourcing food products which were either handed to 
cooks or cooked by our team to make the soups. We also raised cash 
donations of R5K which we have earmarked to buy food when needed. 
Over 280 deliveries took place before this initiative was subsumed within 
the Barrydale Community Food Programme. 
 

18. All these fundraising initiatives have been and remain vitally important 
for BH and we would like to thank all those who helped make this 
possible. This year we need to find replacement initiatives for the Bikers 
rally and the Singing evening in the shortened window of opportunity 
given lockdown restrictions associated with COVID-19. 
 

19.  Whilst our Gross Income went up by 44% year on year, Donations 
Received reduced for the second year in a row falling from R341K in 2018 
to R280K in 2019 and now reaching R199K. By the way this figure 
includes R2K from Tin collections. To an extent this decline in receipts is 
understandable as individual’s battle with deteriorating economic 
circumstances faced by so many South Africans and as BH becomes “less 
novel”. However, it also emphasizes how BH must find alternative 
sources of sustainable income to support the free services it provides 
most willingly. 
 

20. We issued 14 Section 18A tax certificates to qualifying individuals and 
companies for donations totalling R185K in our Tax Year ended 29 
February 2020. We remain blessed with a few key individuals continuing 
to support BH in all circumstances and we thank them for their 



continuing acts of charity and kindness. Included in Donations received 
are two amounts aggregating to R19K arising from a luncheon held in the 
United Kingdom and organized by Elize Ulrich. We are very grateful to 
her and her kind supporters. 
 

21. Other sources of income included R141K from Property Rentals; a 
number of sponsorships totalling R5K principally for fund raising events 
and we received R12K from interest income. BH relies heavily on the 
monies that it receives from renting out Units on its Property at 
commercial rates. 
 

22. Our expenditure totalled R728K up 32% year on year. By far the biggest 
component thereof was salaries and wages which amounted to R427K. 
After that we incurred R220K on Capital Expenditure which we wrote off 
immediately. Capital Expenditure comprise: Property and transaction 
costs of R198K; Fire Equipment for R1K; two wheelie Bins for R2K; and 
Leasehold Improvement costs of R19K. We also incurred R14K on repairs 
to the Property including the insurance excess on replacing one burst 
geyser and the cost of replacing one broken geyser which was not an 
insurance claim.  
 

23. In the year under review most of the municipal charges for the Units 
leased from SWMD were passed on to the Tenants in those units. In 
addition, after transfer of ownership occurred, SWMD revised 
downwards the Utilities charges for the year with a net credit being 
received by both Tenants and BH. The combination of the Utilities being 
recovered fully from Tenants and the credits received from SWMD 
resulted in a net cost of R2K being incurred by BH. We are grateful to 
SWMD for its positive approach to addressing the costs associated with 
Utilities for both BH and its Tenants. 
 

24.  At R21K our Fundraising Expenses were higher than we would like, 
principally because of two events. Costs of R11K were incurred on the 
Wacky Wine Weekend Trail Run (of which R2K was donated) and Costs of 
R9K were incurred on the Bikers Rally- all of which was donated. The 
donation of inputs to host these events helped BH; especially in the 
Bikers’ Rally which turned a cash profit of R31K as opposed to R2K Cash 



profit on the Wacky Wine Trail run. This supports our strategic direction 
to hold events requiring the least use of our scarce cash reserves in the 
absence of sponsorships. 
 
 

25. To summarize our annual performance, in the year to 31 March 2020 BH 
generated income of R832K with Expenditure of R728K leaving it with a 
Surplus of R104K. 
 

26. Turning to our Statement of Financial Position , I wish to make three key 
points: 
27.1 Firstly, we have paid nearly R400K for the Hospice Centre 

Property that we  purchased and refurbished, which is shown at a 
Net Book Value of R1 on our Balance Sheet in line with our historic 
accounting policy; 

27.2 Secondly, we have Accumulated Funds of R312K with R358K in the 
bank. This is the most robust position that we have been in which is 
commendable; 

27.3 Thirdly, we are going to use this cash to pay for the salaries and 
wages of our new employees and we are also going to use the 
balance of the grant from The Foundation similarly in succeeding 
years –so this cash position enables us to offer people employment 
contracts safe in the knowledge that in the immediate future we can 
afford to pay them. That enables us to build a strong succession plan 
and an organisation which will still be here in the foreseeable future 

 
27. The balance of the balance sheet shows our remaining liabilities which 

are mostly short term in nature. R12K is for Audit fee ; R17K are Rental 
Deposits; Accrued leave is R12K; Rentals paid in advance is R15K and the 
balance is Accounts payable and Accruals. BH has sufficient cash 
resources to settle these liabilities as they fall due. 
 

28. Looking ahead I am conscious of the overhead structure which we are 
creating, principally in the form of salaries and wages, which, to an extent 
have been underpinned by the grant from The Foundation. Nonetheless 
we must continue to create a sustainable income platform using the 
income from our Property to pay portion of the salary of our medical 



staff to enable them to deliver free services to our patients. We will 
manage our affairs in order to provide sufficient income to pay for the 
goods and services that we use in order to carry out our work. Equally we 
will also let go of those activities which prove to be inadequate cash 
generators as they compete for our resources. We will also seek out 
donations, contributions and fund raising activities to supplement our 
income, especially in the tough financial times that prevail post COVID 
19. Our plans to market BH to corporates and Donors agencies will 
continue with vigour, now that we have established a track record and 
having been successful with the grant from The Foundation. 
 

29. Our Budget 2021 shows BH incurring a loss of R125K. We also need to 
buy significant Capital Assets which will rapidly use up our existing 
available cash resources. So it remains essential that BH sources more 
pockets of funding to sustain itself. 
 

30.  I am very pleased to report that BH has provided employment 
opportunities for a number of residents of Smitsville and indirectly and 
directly put back around R200K into the Community over the past year. If 
we continue to apply a simple multiplier effect of 11 times to this income 
the effect that BH has had on contributing to economic activity in 
Smitsville is now over R2m ploughed back into the community. We are 
extremely proud to have been instrumental in this job creation and 
income distribution. Over the year we employed up to 8 (but ordinarily 
only 5) Home Assistants to care for Patients, both on our own property 
and also in Patients’ own homes.  These ladies all receive regular training 
from Sister Joana in her offices. Now that we own the Property we have 
also employed a Maintenance Officer who works on two days per week 
to attend to the ongoing maintenance and garden work. He is also going 
to help create our Vegetable Project garden to support the community 
feeding scheme and is a talented man with very green fingers. 
 

31. The auditors’ remuneration of R13K remains a meaningful cost. We 
continue to believe that it is essential that at this time in our evolution 
BH demonstrates its commitment to sound financial governance and 
continues to be audited by the same reputable auditor. We believe that 
this has stood us in good stead when we applied for a grant from The 



Foundation and will continue to do so for future applications as we grow 
and diversify our income base. Potential donors and funders require an 
audited set of accounts, preferably with the same set of reputable 
auditors each year, who have an ongoing business relationship with the 
organisation 
 

32. The fees are set out in the slide and may appear high due to the new 
legislative requirement for an independent professional body to prepare 
the Financials different from the one which audits it. However, I am 
satisfied that Barrydale Hospice is receiving a first class service which is 
an absolute requirement when dealing with hard earned money freely 
donated by individuals irrespective of the quantum of the donation. . We 
would not like to compromise this position and thus propose that Harry 
Curtis & Co. be retained as auditors of BH. 
 

33. I hope this presentation provides the information that you may be 
interested in in order to consider and approve our Annual Financial 
Statements and to also confirm the reappointment of Harry Curtis & Co 
as our auditors. Thank you. 
 

34. I am happy to take any financial questions that you may have. 
 
Vincent Uren 
Treasurer – Barrydale Hospice 
21 August 2020 


